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HEVER CASTLE

Hever, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 7NG
8th July 2019
I can remember visiting Hever Castle in 1983, but my only recollection is of
standing and looking at an artefact belonging to Anne Boleyn with a feeling of
uninformed awe. Since then, my interest in history has blossomed a hundredfold
and the thought of visiting Hever Castle again was exciting. This time I wouldn't
be hampered by a well-meaning, but frankly fidgety father-in-law.
We were on holiday in Kent and it was a 40-minute or so drive to Edenbridge,
where Hever Castle is located. The castle grounds didn't open until 10:30 (the
castle at 12:00), so there was no need to hurry. The route there took us along
some bendy, rural, tree-lined roads, past the market town of Tonbridge. When
we arrived, a significant number of vehicles were already filling the car park.
Rather than being in the care of the National Trust or English Heritage, the
castle and estate were sold by its last owners to Broadland Properties Limited in
1983. After paying an entrance fee of £15.60 each, we started to walk down to
where the castle was situated amongst expanses of green parkland, trees and a
path beside topiary borders and flowers.

Topiary on the way to the castle

I noticed a most pleasing swathe of wildflower planting, before we decided to
fortify ourselves with a cappuccino from the already fairly crowded café. We
chose to sit outside and look at the view, but didn't linger, as the opportunity of
taking a photo of the castle before its midday opening (and people milling
around everywhere) was lessening by the minute.
On reaching the castle, we saw that its moat complete with lily pads was most
attractive, not only to us, but to several ducks and some large goldfish. It was
such a pleasure to be at the family home of Anne Boleyn and as we walked
around to the front of the building for our photos, it seemed incredible that her
eyes would have seen the same building I was looking at centuries later.
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Amazing Hever Castle (photo by Alan Santillo)

After the people-free photos had been achieved, we wandered around some
nearby individual garden areas, such as a Tudor knot garden and beds planted
with flowers and herbs for strewing floors. Strewing served to mask unpleasant
odours, repel insects and insulate from the cold. There was also a physic garden,
where plants and herbs would have been grown for medical purposes. These
gardens were beautifully planted as they could have been in Tudor times.

An astrolabe in the Chess Garden

In an adjoining Chess Garden were chess pieces cut from golden yew, with an
astrolabe dating from the Stuart Queen Anne's reign (1702-1714). Whether the
garden I was in was Tudor or Stuart, I didn't mind at all, because they were so
pretty – and I was at Hever Castle at last! At that point, though, we noticed
people were starting to go into the castle, so we quickly joined the queue and
were the last two in the first group of people allowed entry.
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Once inside the hallowed building, Alan managed to purchase the hire of two
multimedia guides from a staff member who seemed reluctant to part with any,
as groups of schoolchildren were shortly expected. Either Alan was charmingly
persuasive, or we looked suitably crestfallen, as the somewhat harassed man
handed over our guides for £3.75 each.
The original motte and bailey castle would have been built in the mid-13th
century, with the central feature of a hall. This was most likely rectangular, with
several bays, a central hearth and a dais at one end. Around the hall would have
been numerous outbuildings, such as a kitchen, dairy, butchery, stores, barns,
stables and workshops. In 1271, permission was granted to rebuild in stone and
to crenellate in the style of a castle. At that time, the owner was William de
Hever, a sheriff during the reign of King Edward I (1239-1307, reign from 1272).
In 1383, the owner was Sir John Cobham, who was granted further permission
to extend the castle. The gatehouse, walled bailey and moat would have been
entered by a wooden drawbridge. The current gatehouse, which is built of
sandstone, along with the moat and curtain wall, all date to that period.

A side view showing the moat (photo by Alan Santillo)

In 1462, the Cobham family sold the castle to Sir Geoffrey Bullen (Boleyn), the
great-grandfather of Anne Boleyn. Several different versions of the famous
surname appear in records, due to the fact that there was no standardised
spelling in England in medieval times. Unfortunately to my mind, today's spelling
appears to be heading full circle ☹
Geoffrey Bullen/Boleyn began his career as an apprentice mercer (cloth seller),
eventually becoming Lord Mayor of London in 1459. His increased wealth and
status led him to convert the castle, by adding a comfortable Tudor house inside
the castle walls. By 1505, Sir Thomas Boleyn, the father of Anne Boleyn, had
further expanded and improved the family dwelling, which must have been a
wonderful place for a privileged childhood such as Anne's and her two siblings,
Mary and George. It seems a pity they ever became involved so intimately with
King Henry VIII and the Tudor court, with such tragic consequences.
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After spending time at the court of France, Anne came back to England and lived
at Hever until becoming a lady-in-waiting to Queen Catherine of Aragon, wife of
King Henry VIII. An affair with Lord Henry Percy led to Anne being sent home to
Hever, by which time King Henry VIII was having an affair with Anne's sister,
Mary. Then the king noticed Anne and began to visit her at Hever…
After Anne and her brother George were executed in 1536 and their father was
shunned until his death two years later, the castle came under the ownership of
Henry VIII. He gave it to his fourth wife, Anne of Cleves and although he
divorced her soon afterwards in 1540, she lived at the castle as the 'king's sister'
until her death in 1557. This was news to me and made the visit even more
rewarding. In fact, I was in history heaven (but I don't think it showed).
The castle was then sold to Sir Edward Waldegrave and remained in the family
for 160 years, when it was sold in the early 1700s to Sir William Humphreys,
Lord Mayor of London in 1714. In 1749 it belonged to Sir Timothy Waldo, but by
the end of the 19th century, it had declined drastically. Fortunately, a wealthy
American named William Waldorf Astor came to the rescue in 1903. He
purchased the site and set about renovation, including the addition of a Tudorstyle village. Today this is used as a conference centre, with bedrooms, dining
room, board room and presentation room. The past meets the present head-on.

A Tudor-style village?

His improvements were judged to be authentic and tasteful and as well as the
buildings, the grounds were extensively landscaped to near perfection. An
excavation lasting two years in the Hever meadows and marshland resulted in a
stunning 35-acre lake, which we later viewed. I had no idea there was a lake at
Hever Castle, let alone such a massive one.
Leading from the lake back to the house, he created a wonderful Italian garden.
Individual garden 'rooms' containing columns, statues and sculptures from his
time as the American ambassador in Italy were graced by small grottoes,
fountains, cascades and thoughtful planting. William Waldorf Astor became a
British subject and was created the first Viscount of Hever in 1917.
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Back to Hever Castle and the house tour (complete with our multimedia guides
that were thankfully easy to use), there was such a lot to look at! We loitered for
quite a long time in the inner hall, which had been the great kitchen in Tudor
times. There was a lot of Italian walnut panelling and some striking portraits, but
the Elizabethan-style ceiling especially caught my eye, featuring the Tudor rose.

The ceiling of the inner hall

William Waldorf Astor had definitely been sympathetic to the Tudor era, with
many of the rooms displaying a pleasing mix of Boleyn and Astor. They had
naturally been changed around – for instance, the Astor drawing room had
contained domestic offices in Tudor times, while the dining hall had been the
great hall, originally open to the roof rafters.
A fascinating Tudor artefact was a lock once belonging to Henry VIII. He was
rather understandably paranoid about assassination attempts and would take his
own locksmith to fit locks to his bedchamber whilst visiting other homes.

The lock of a paranoid king… (photo by Alan Santillo)
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The morning room had initially been used as a private retiring room, complete
with a fireplace dating back to the 17th century, while the original purpose of the
library had been an administration or estate office. The room that caught my
interest most of all, though, was where a stone spiral staircase opened into a
small and decidedly cramped, sparsely furnished bedroom. It was the bedroom
of Anne Boleyn's childhood no less!
As I stood underneath an original 15th century half-domed ceiling, which was
remarkable in itself, I unfortunately seemed to lose all coherent thought. I can
remember seeing a portrait of Anne wearing her familiar initial 'B' necklace, a
wooden chair and possibly a cradle, but what caused me most delight was a
wooden chest carved with "Anne Bullen - Hever" with other carved letters and
numbers. I love old carved wooden chests anyway, but I could hardly believe I
was actually gazing upon Anne Boleyn's chest.

My favourite room containing the…

…chest of Anne Boleyn!
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I was so transported with historical excitement that I almost completely failed to
take in properly the contents of the next room, called the Book of Hours Room.
It contained two of Anne's illuminated prayer books, with the earliest one from
around 1450, being handwritten on vellum (specially prepared animal skin or
membrane) and containing her signature. I think I did see her signature, but I
really wish I'd been more in the moment. Or more in my right mind, perhaps.
A book of hours was the name given to a personal prayer book, which was very
popular in England in the Middle Ages. These books were so named because of
eight short services to the Virgin Mary that were read at fixed hours throughout
the day. The prayer books weren't the only valuable exhibits in the room, as
there was an exceptionally rare panel that had once belonged to Anne of Cleves.
I may or may not have seen it…
Moving on, we found ourselves in the Queens' Chamber, where some quietly
amazing Tudor portraits of Henry VIII's wives were hanging, imparting even
more of an original atmosphere. These paintings are considered to be one of the
best collections after the National Portrait Gallery, which doesn't surprise me at
all. There's something uniquely special about peering at the colourful likeness of
a famous person who lived centuries earlier. The whole collection of portraits at
Hever Castle was breathtaking and far more in context than in a city art gallery.
Another more touristy touch took the form of mannequins depicting King Henry
VIII, Anne Boleyn and her sister Mary Boleyn. These were quite tasteful and I'm
always grateful for any visual aids, due to my inability to visualise what's not in
front of me. They were positioned in front of their portraits, in case we weren't
paying attention. The bed was a wonder to behold also – another inspiring room.

The Queens' Chamber (photo by Alan Santillo)

Thomas Boleyn (Anne's father) had added the staircase gallery over the
entrance hall circa 1506, which allowed access between the two wings of the
house and his freshly-built long gallery upstairs. Here was a most rare portrait of
Mary Queen of Scots wearing white mourning, possibly because of the death of
three close family members. Incredible.
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Next was King Henry VIII's bedroom, where the panelling dates to the 16th
century, but the ceiling is the oldest one in the castle, dating from around 1462.
It's believed that Henry stayed at the castle several times during his courtship
with Anne Boleyn and the notion that the notorious king had lain in bed and
looked at that very ceiling felt bizarre in the extreme.

A ceiling fit for a king?

When the Catholic Waldegrave family owned Hever Castle from 1557 until 1715,
an oratory was added to one of the rooms (now named the Waldegrave Room),
hidden behind panelling. An oratory is a small chapel for private use, so it felt
like snooping to peer through the gap in the wood to see this devotional space.

The beautiful oratory (photo by Alan Santillo)

The Long Gallery that had been created in 1506 by Thomas Boleyn lived up to its
description, extending across the entire width of the castle. It has been restored
faithfully with obvious great care, worthy of the notable paintings of key royalty
from the York, Lancaster and Tudor families that it displays.
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The portrait of Elizabeth Woodville, grandmother of Henry VIII, is on public
display for the first time and the portrait of Prince Arthur, Henry's older brother
who died in 1502, is the only one painted in his lifetime. I felt a bit like I had
died and gone to some sort of heavenly art gallery.

The Long Gallery (photo by Alan Santillo)

However, I had to acknowledge that I was beginning to tire of too much good
history, as we moved on to the section of the castle dedicated to the Astor
family. I'm therefore very sorry to William Waldorf Astor, who did a truly
amazing job of re-establishing Hever Castle as a place of beauty and interest. I
tried to be interested and there were some noteworthy artefacts, memorabilia
and pieces of furniture, but I was temporarily historied out.
The tour of the castle concluded in the oldest part, which was the gatehouse
where the 13th century castle owners would have entertained, slept and eaten
(and used the garderobe that emptied directly into the moat). Nowadays the
esteemed gatehouse contains armour and historic swords, plus implements of
discipline, torture and execution. I always find it very disturbing to imagine
these gruesome degradations of humanity in use on human flesh and generally
pass by swiftly. Today was no exception.
It thus felt somewhat of a relief to emerge from the subdued lighting inside the
building to the brightness of the castle courtyard, where the front portcullis is
thought to be one of the oldest examples in the country and where the
drawbridge reinstated by William Waldorf Astor can still be raised. I was
bemused to see we'd been inside for 1½ hours, so for a relatively small dwelling,
it certainly contains a great deal of interest. I'm rather surprised I didn't
remember more from our initial visit in 1983.
It was time for our picnic lunch, which we ate on a wooden bench near a tree
and a stretch of water. There was a good choice of places and ducks waddled by
from time to time, as well as groups of school children and other general
visitors. It had been a wonderful morning and when we set off on our walk to
explore the Italian garden, we realised it was going to be a wonderful afternoon.
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Tall clipped yew hedges and long sweeping lawns occupied the central space,
bordered by two 12-foot-high walls made from local stone. We walked down one
side described as the Pompeiian Wall, stopping to admire the small individual
gardens along its length that contained beautiful planting and an astonishing
array of Roman artefacts, mainly statues and sculptures. It kept crossing my
mind that while William Waldorf Astor may have been the American ambassador
in Italy, was it morally right of him to take away bits of its history? I think not,
but it was undeniably beautiful, regardless of any misguided appropriating.

Just one small section of a magnificent garden

At the end of the walk, an impressive loggia looked out on to a 38-acre lake and
small wonder it had taken two years to excavate, because it was enormous.
Pillared colonnades gave the loggia an air of grandeur and balustrade steps
descended to a piazza below that was decorated with a classical sculpture.
A few people sat looking at the view, while others stood and gazed out over the
lake. The lighting conditions were no good for photos, but no matter, because it
felt like we'd wandered into another world. Something practical kept our feet
literally on the ground, though, as those feet had led us to a Kentish ice-cream
kiosk, where we indulged in a honey and honeycomb cornet. Heavenly!
It was time to walk back to the castle, this time along the Pergola Walk on the
other side of the lawns. This area was planted with ferns and moisture-loving
plants in shaded grottoes, until we arrived at a rose garden near the end that
was planted with thousands of roses. I didn't count them, but their fragrance
and the variety of colours was astounding. Even here a few Roman artefacts
graced the scene, creating an English-Italian effect.
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The Pergola Walk (photo by Alan Santillo)

There was even more to the garden, but our energy was quickly running out and
we reluctantly decided to wend our way back. We'd omitted the English yew
maze, the Sunday Walk (well, it was Monday), the Church Gill Walk and Anne
Boleyn's Walk. Since there are 125 acres of grounds at Hever Castle, we were
never going to cover it all! Rumour has it that Anne's spirit wanders around the
gardens and bridges surrounding the castle and frankly, who could blame her?
I was sad that we had no energy left to visit nearby St Peter's Church, which
dates back to the 12th century and contains the tomb of Sir Thomas
Bullen/Boleyn. However, as we drove away, I felt very contented with our Hever
experience and still remember it fondly as a magical day.
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